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Just outside the area where we stay, there is a busy street with local supermarkets and restaurants.

View from the terrace. The street is down to the left. Down to the left lives a family that keep hens and geese 
and dogs. The cock is crowing day and night.

View from the terrace at sunset. They are doing maintenance work on the buildings at New 
Nordic. They are using this thin bamboo frame.

Here is at the top of the street. The nearest local supermarket.



Just below there is Thai massage. In the same area lies the restaurant where we generally are 
eating. The have a great variety of dishes of Thai, 

European and Norwegian food on the menu. 
Everything is very good.

The entrance to the restaurant. There is also a bar in the 
middle of the picture.

The staff. The owner is sitting to the right.

A travel agency right below. Below the travel agency is another restaurant that is run by 
the same owner as the other restaurant.



On the other side of the street is a taxi station. There is an 
open field here and in the evening some guys are playing 

ball here.

The taxi drivers have brought a couple of dogs. One of 
them has got puppies.

It was 7 puppies. When coming out on the street from the apartment there is 
a poultry yard on the other side. Kjell is making hen 

sounds.

The hen mum is walking with the chicken. The rooster is looking after his hens.



Here some of the chicken are walking on their own.  This one is walking quite alone.

We have got birds outside the terrace too. It is common with kitchen trolleys in Thailand. After an 
order the food is prepared on the spot.

They have brought with them all necessary equipment. Here are trolleys lined up.



Another kitchen trolley. Here we are buying a vacuum cleaner
 in a shopping center.

There are big contrasts in Thailand. Here people live under corrugated iron roofs. 

Impressive electric wires.


